Minister Jacqueline Cramer
I think it’s great PBII chose plastic soup as a topic on their
new album! The more people know about it, the better!
Since it’s an international issue I’ve addressed the topic
with my fellow ministers and the European Council. And we
also have to change our own behavior and be aware of all the
unnecessary plastic we use in our daily lives.
We need to realize it starts here!

Vips

Jesse Goosens
PBII calls attention to the plastic waste problem in a wonderful
way. If you are inspired by their music to act, you can! Reduce,
Refuse, Reuse, Repair and Recycle. Reduce the amount of
XZWL]K\[aW]J]a:MN][M_PI\Q[]VVMKM[[IZaTQSM\PM[MÆQU[a
plastic bags you get offered with every purchase. Reuse items
as long as possible, Repair them if they’re broken and in the
end Recycle what is left.

World wide many birds and sea mammals die every year as a consequence of litter
in the sea. The North Sea also contains a lot of waste. The North Sea Foundation
is the environmental organization, who works towards the sustainable use of the
North Sea. With different projects we work on minimising litter in the sea. A healthy
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+IX\IQV+PIZTM[5WWZMLQ[KW^MZML\PM/ZMI\8IKQÅK/IZJIOM8I\KPQV!!5WWZM
PILR][\XIZ\QKQXI\MLQV\PM<ZIV[XIKQÅKAIKP\:IKM_PMVPMLMKQLML\W[IQTJIKS
\PZW]OP\PM6WZ\P8IKQÅK*]\M^MV\PW]OP[IQTQVO\PZW]OPIXIZ\WN\PMWKMIV\PI\
_I[I[NIZI_IaI[aW]KW]TLJMNZWUP]UIVKQ^QTQbI\QWVUIV¼[QVÆ]MVKM_I[[\QTT
KWV\QV]W][Ta^Q[QJTM-^MZaLIaI\M^MZaUWUMV\5WWZM_W]TL[MM[WUM\PQVOÆWI\ing by – a bottle cap, a piece of plastic, a part of a soft-drink bottle. He had stumbled
]XWV\PMOIZJIOML]UXWN\PM8IKQÅK7KMIV̉QVW\PMZ_WZL["\PM¹XTI[\QK[W]Xº

Discoverer
<PMZM¼[[\QTTITW\WNUQ[]VLMZ[\IVLQVOIJW]\\PM/ZMI\8IKQÅK/IZJIOM8I\KP5IVa
XMWXTMLWV¼\M^MVSVW_WNQ\[M`Q[\MVKM7\PMZ[\PQVS\PI\Q\¼[ISQVLWNXTI[\QKQ[TIVL
on which you can walk, and there are rumors that it’s twice the size of Texas. If that
was the case, we could sail to it, collect the plastic, bring it back to land and process
it. But no ...
1VZMITQ\aQ\¼[IXTI[\QK[W]X"IUQ`WN_I\MZIVL
largely minute pieces of plastic particles that
have become part of the water. Above all this is
an area twice the size of the United States – it
JMOQV[Å^MP]VLZMLUQTM[WNN\PMKWI[\WN+ITQNWZnia and ends two hundred miles off the coast of
Japan – and then we are only talking about one
QVÅ^MOaZM[_WZTL_QLM<PQ[WVMQ[TWKI\MLQV
\PMVWZ\PMZVXIZ\WN\PM8IKQÅK7KMIV<PMZM¼[
IT[WWVMQV\PM[W]\PMZV8IKQÅK7KMIVWVMQV\PM
VWZ\PMZVIVLWVMQV\PM[W]\PMZV)\TIV\QK7KMIV
IVLWVMQV\PM1VLQIV7KMIV
We have only discovered a small part of the
problem…

www.algalita.org
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Plastic Soup
Dark and grim the waters
Pounding on the coast
But it’s not this force of nature
That bothers me the most
For when the tide is falling
And the waters leave the land
There are piles and piles of rubbish
Covering the sand

Dark and grim the waters
7N\PMJW]VLQVOUIQV
Time to pay the ferryman
The seas and earth unchain

The Garbage Patch, is made of waste
It suffocates the seas
Which idiots have caused this mess,
Well, hell, it’s you and me.

Plastic soup, it chokes the oceans
While all of mankind fails
Will we ever hear again
The singing of the whales
While all of mankind fails
The singing of the whales

It’s plastic soup, it chokes the oceans
While all of mankind fails
Will we ever hear again
The singing of the whales

Dreaming of the oceans
Unspoiled and clean
Dreaming of the oceans

Lyrics
As guardians of the world
We messed up big time
Have we never learned
We pay for sins and crimes

Plastic soup, it chokes the oceans
While all of mankind fails
Will we ever hear again
The singing of the whales
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Changing Habits
?PaVW\ÅOP\\PQ[XTI[\QK_IZ
In changing habits more and more
AM\_MITTJ]\KTW[MW]ZMaM[
.WZWVTa[MTÅ[PTQM[[]KP[MTÅ[PTQM[
Let’s clean up this garbage more and more

Band
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